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ABSTRACT - The revision and detailed description of the original material and several topotypic specimens of 
Parastriatopora gigantea (KNOD, 1908) from the Lower Devonian of Yaco (Bolivia) allow the selection of a lectotype 
and its diagnosis. A more precise geographic and stratigraphic location of the type locality is provided, together with 
a reassessment of its most probable age (Pragian-Emsian). Present knowledge of South American Devonian tabu- 
late corals has important implications on their paleobiogeography. Data from Bolivia and Argentina suggest an ear- 
lier age for the extinction of Malvinokaffric taxa and reveal a greater abundance and specific diversity. 
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RESUMI~ - Une r6vision du mat6riel original et d'une s6rie de topotypes de Parastriatopora gigantea (I~NoD, 1908), 
provenant du D6vonien inf6rieur de Yaco (Bolivie) est pr6sent6e. Elle comprend la d6signation d'un lectotype, une 
diagnose sp6cifique et une 6tude d6taill6e de l'ensemble des sp6cimens. I1 s'y ajoute une discussion concernant la 
localisation g~ographique, la g6ologie et l'attribution stratigraphique de la localit6 type (Praguien-Emsien). En 
conclusion sont 6voqu6s les probl6mes pal6obiog6ographiques. Les donn6es actuelles sur les tabul6s de Bolivie et 
d'Argentine suggSrent un age plus pr6coce que celui g6n6ralement admis pour l'extinction des taxons malvinocaffres 
et r6v61ent une plus grande abondance et diversit6 sp6cifique. 

MOTS CLI~: TABULI~S (ANTHOZOA), DI~VONIEN, BOLIVIE, SYSTI~MATIQUE, PALt~OBIOGI~OGRAPHIE. 

RESUMEN - Se revisan el material original y varios ejemplares topotfpicos de la especie Parastriatopora gigantea 
(KNOD, 1908) del Dev6nico inferior de Yaco (Bolivia). En esta revisi6n, se designa un lectotipo, se proporciona una 
diagnosis y se describe detalladamente el material estudiado. Se incluye un apartado dedicado a establecer la loca- 
lizaci6n geogr~fica y geol6gica de la localidad tipo, asf como la edad m~s probable del yacimiento (Praguiense- 
Emsiense). E1 conocimiento actual de los corales tabulados de Am6rica del Sur se revela como de gran inter6s para 
su paleobiogeograffa. Los datos de corales tabulados de Argentina y Bolivia implican una edad m~s temprana para 
la desaparici6n de los taxones malvinocafres y revelan una gran abundancia y diversidad especffica. 

PALABRAS CLAVE: TABULADOS (ANTOZOOS), DEVONICO, BOLIVIA, SISTEMATICA, PALEOBIOGEOGRAF:[A. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The presence of tabula te  corals in the Devonian of 
Bolivia was first  ment ioned by Sal ter  (1861) in refe- 
rence to specimens collected by D. Forbes between 
1857 and 1860. Later, Ulrich (1892) ment ioned spe- 
cimens collected by the  f irs t  expedi t ion of G. 
S te inmann between 1881 and 1884. Both authors  
assigned ten ta t ive ly  the specimens to the genus 
Favosites LAMARCK, 1816. The form described as 
Stenopora steinmanni by Ulrich (1892), and assi- 
gned to the class Anthozoa, actual ly  corresponds to 
a bryozoan. Ulrich (1892) explained the scarcity of 
corals and cephalopods in the studied sequences as 
due to the absence of open mar ine  facies. 

The first detailed descriptions and figures of tabu- 
late corals from Bolivia were made  by Knod (1908) 
with mater ia l  from G. Ste inmann 's  second expedi- 
tion, which took place between 1903 and 1904. Two 
new species were described: Michelinia transitoria 
and Lyopora gigantea. Another  form described in 
the same monograph as Monotrypa raritabulata is 
a bryozoan.  After  Knod's  work,  re fe rences  to 
Bolivian tabula te  corals were very  sporadic, with 
the exception of the work of Branisa  (1965), which 
includes good i l lustrat ions of several  species. 

Michelinia transitoria KNOD, 1908 non FRAIPONT, 
1888 was more recent ly  revised by Plusquellec 
(1987). After s tudying the original mater ial ,  this 
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author assigned the species to the genus Praemi- 
chelina LAFUSTE & PLUSQUELLEC, 1980. The purpose 
of the present work is to revise the species Lyopora 
gigantea KNOD, 1908, which must be assigned to the 
genus Parastriatopora SOKOLOV, 1949. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

All the material studied for this paper was collected 
near the locality of Yaco (Bolivia), within the so-cal- 
led 'Conularienschichten' (Ulrich 1892), correspon- 
ding to the lower member of the Bel6n Formation. 
In this section we provide an overview of the geolo- 
gical characteristics of the area surrounding Yaco, 
and a few comments on the age and sedimentary 
environments of the beds containing the coral fos- 
sils. 

The town of Yaco is located in the western flank of 
the central Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia. The geo- 
logic structure consists of a NW-SE oriented fold 
and thrust belt with SW ('Pacific') vergence (Fig. 1). 
The stratigraphic units present in the area may be 
grouped in four main unconformity-bounded sedi- 
mentary  packages: Middle Paleozoic (Middle 

Silurian-Lower Devonian), Upper Paleozoic (Upper 
Carboniferous-Lower Permian), Jurassic and 
Cenozoic. Each unconformity represents a period of 
subaerial exposure with variable rates of erosion, 
so that each package may overlie different previous 
units. The oldest unit cropping out in the area is the 
middle Silurian (Wenlock-Ludlow) Uncfa Forma- 
tion (indicated as 'Su' in Fig. 1), consisting of dark 
marine shales that have acted as a decollement 
level for Cenozoic Andean thrusting. The upper 
part of the Uncia Formation crops out along the 
axis of several anticlines in the area, and repre- 
sents the base of the Middle Paleozoic (Middle 
Silurian-Lower Devonian) sedimentary package, 
consisting of the Uncfa, Catavi, Vila Vila and Bel6n 
formations. The upper part of the Bel6n Formation 
is eroded below the Jurassic eolian sandstones of 
the Ravelo Formation. The erosion of the Bel6n 
Formation in the Yaco area is quite pronounced and 
increases towards the west and northwest of Yaco, 
where the Ravelo Formation is seen to overlie the 
Vila Vila Formation. 

With regard to the age of the beds containing the 
fossils, Ulrich (1892) believed he had found certain 
affinities between the fauna in the 'Conulariens- 
chichten' and the fauna in the Hamilton Group of 

FIGURE"i - Location of the Yaco area 
within, the tectonic context of cen- 
tral-w6ster/~ Bolivia (after Serape- 
re 1995), and geological map of its 
sur roundings  (after Choque et al. 
1993). Coral: samples were most  
probably collected from the  Bel6n 
Formation in the syncline imme- 
diately to the N and NE of Yaco. 
LocaIisation du secteur de Yaco 
dans le c~nte~xte ' tectonique de 
Bolivie centro-oceidentale (d'apr~s 
Sempere 1995), et, carte gdologique 
des environs (d'apr~s Choque et al. 
1993). Les coraux ont pi:obablement 
dtd r5coltds dans! la Formation de 
Beldn dans le syncl.!nal imrnddiate- 
ment situd au NE de Yaco. 670 
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North America. For this reason, he assigned a 
Middle Devonian age to these beds. Knod (1908) 
considered the faunal affinities to be closer to the 
forms present in the 'Oriskany Sandstone', thus 
suggesting an Early Devonian age for the 
'Conularienschichten'. Furthermore, this author 
assigns an early Devonian age ('D6vonien inf6- 
rieur') to most of the Devonian series in Bolivia 
(Knod 1908). This opinion is shared by other 
authors in more recent works, such as Isaacson 
(1977), who assigns the Bel6n Formation to the 
Emsian-lower Eifelian interval. This age determi- 
nation has been maintained in later works by the 
same research group (Isaacson & Sablock 1988; 
Marek & Isaacson 1992; among others). 

Research undertaken by French-Bolivian teams 
during the last decade leads to a questioning of 
these latter correlations. Based on both the fauna 
and microflora present, specially on the goniatites 
(Babin et al. 1991) and palynomorphs (Le H6riss6 
et al. 1992), these authors proposed new age esti- 
mates for the whole Devonian series of Bolivia 
(Racheboeuf 1992; Racheboeuf et al. 1993; Blieck et 
al. 1996). For instance, Racheboeuf et al. (1993) 
believe that  the lower member  of the Bel6n 
Formation would have an age comprised between 
the lowermost Praguian and the uppermost  
Eifelian. Within this context, it could be possible 
that  the levels with Parastriatopora gigantea 
(KNoD, 1908) were sampled at sites stratigraphical- 
ly close to the so-called 'Condoriquifia quartzite' 
bed, which would imply an Eifelian (or better, late 
Eifelian) age for these levels (Racheboeuf et al. 
1993). It should be mentioned that the genus 
Parastriatopora is believed to have become extinct 
slightly after the Early Devonian, and that the few 
Eifelian references must be considered with cau- 
tion. Furthermore, recent revisions of the parastra- 
totype sections of the Bel~n Formation in the Ayo 
Ayo-Patacamaya area of Bolivia (Ticlla et al. 1998) 
indicate that the 'Condoriquifia quartzite' and Vila 
Vila Formation were probably mistaken in previous 
works. According to this revision, the thickness of 
the Bel~n Formation in the type area seems to be 
larger than. previously thought, probably exceeding 
2 km. At the same time, more than one disconti- 
nuous quartzite ledge is present within the BelSn 
Formation, indicating that the direct correlation of 
quartzite ledges within the Devonian should also 
be considered with caution (Blieck et al. 1996). 

As mentioned above, the upper part of the Bel~n 
Fomation in the Yaco area is eroded below the 
Jurassic Ravelo Formation. The maximum thick- 
ness observed for the Bel~n Formation in the Yaco 
area is about 400 m, whereas the maximum original 
thickness previous to erosion may have reached 
1000 m, according to regional isopach trends for this 
and underlying units (Gonz~lez et al. 1996). Hence, 
it is probable that more than half of the BelSn For- 
mation was eroded during the two periods of subae- 
rial exposure and erosion previous to the deposition 
of the Ravelo Formation, and that only the older 
half of the Bel6n Formation has been preserved in 
the Yaco area. Thus, the age of the Bel6n Formation 
in the Yaco area may be considered as Pragian- 
Emsian, also in accordance with the aforementioned 

comments regarding the age of the 'Conula- 
rienschichten' at the base of the Bel6n Formation. 

The stratigraphy and sedimentology of the Lower 
Devonian of Bolivia has been recently revised and 
studied in detail (Arispe & Dfaz-Martfnez 1996; 
Blieck et al. 1996; Gonz~lez et al. 1996; Limachi et 
al. 1996; Ticlla et al. 1998). The Bel6n Formation 
mostly consists of laminated and bioturbated mud- 
stones with thin interbeds of well-sorted fine-grai- 
ned sandstones, and was deposited in a shallow 
marine storm-dominated offshore environment. The 
Bel6n Formation is an overall fine-grained unit 
located between two coarser-grained and usually 
more conspicuous units (Vila Vila and Sica Sica 
Formations). However, it also frequently contains 
one or more sandstone bodies terminating in shallo- 
wing-upwards sequences which may locally exceed 
100 m. Such is the case of the 'Condoriquifia quart- 
zite' of the type section, and other similar disconti- 
nuous sandstone bodies within the Bel@n Formation 
(and equivalent Icla Formation of the Bolivian 
Interandean and Subandean regions). These bodies 
correspond to shoreface facies related to relative 
sea-level drops, and their diachronic similarities 
have frequently led to errors in correlation (Blieck 
et al. 1996; Ticlla et al. 1998). Within this context, 
coral remains are commonly found as reworked 
fragments within the finer-grained facies of the 
'Conularienschichten' of the lower Bel~n Formation. 

MATERIAL 

Our revision of Parastriatopora gigantea (KNoD, 
1908) includes the study of material from two diffe- 
rent collections. The specimens originally studied 
by Knod (1908) and collected from the 'Conulariens- 
chichten' near Yaco (Bolivia) are nowadays held in 
the Geologisch-Palfiontologisches Institut of the 
Albert-Ludwigs-Universitfit in Freiburg-im-Bris- 
gau (Germany). In his original work of 1908, Knod 
figured two specimens. The branch displayed in his 
figure 4 of plate XXX is numbered as GIFB 271. 
There are two transverse sections, two longitudinal 
sections, and five ultra-thin sections (LFP type of 
Lafuste 1970) of this sample. The branch fragment 
displayed in his figure 6 of plate XXX is numbered 
as GIFB 272. We were denied permission to process 
this second sample and the other five fragments of 
this collection, which are numbered as GIFB 243 to 
GIFB 247. Nevertheless, we were allowed to make 
thin and ultra-thin sections from five remaining 
branches which are not numbered, and which were 
temporarily coded as GIFB VIII to GIFB XII. 

A second collection of coral samples consisted of 8 
topotypical specimens sent by Knod to Steinmann, 
and nowadays held in the Pal~iontologisches 
Inst i tut  of the Rheinisch-Friederich-Wilhelms- 
Universitfit in Bonn (Germany). We coded this 
material as Yaco 1 to 8, and obtained thin sections 
from the coral fragments, resulting in a total of 12 
transverse sections and 12 longitudinal sections 
with respect to the branch axis. The material had 
already been cut and resin-dipped when we first 
had access to it, which precluded the study of the 



calices. Fur the rmore ,  the s tudied th in  sections are 
thicker  t han  normal  pe t rographic  th in  sections, 
mak ing  it difficult to ident ify the different petrolo- 
gical elements.  

Compar ing  the morphological  character is t ics  of the 
specimens from the two collections we can confirm 
tha t  they all belong to the same  species. For this 
reason, they  will all be described jointly. Never-  
theless, and due to the aforement ioned factors, most  
of the observat ions on external  morphology were 
made on the mate r i a l  deposited at  Freiburg,  whe- 
reas most  of the da ta  on in te rna l  morphology were 
obtained from the Bonn collection. 

PRESERVATION 

The studied ma te r i a l  is, on the  whole, poorly pre- 
served. All b ranches  are  cross-cut  by a net  of th in  
f rac tures  and  they  also p resen t  wea the r ing  and 
precipi ta t ion of iron hydroxides.  This  a l te ra t ion  is 
seen as a deep red colour, both  in hand  sample  and  
thin  section. The surface of some branches  locally 
displays par t icu lar ly  thick crusts,  which cover the  
calice. Fur the rmore ,  the  exter ior  of severa l  samples  
(mainly GIFB X, XI and  XII,  among  others)  is quite 
weathered ,  to the point  of total ly dissolving the  
calice (GIFB XII). 

Internally,  mos t  of the  spec imens  display s t rong 
wea the r ing  and  are affected by an i r regular ly  dis- 
t r ibuted  da rk  p igmen ta t ion  by oxides. Most of the 
thin sections p resen t  a to ta l ly  or par t ia l ly  distur-  
bed axial  region, wi th  b roken  skele ta l  e lements ,  
and the  resul t ing  f r agmen t s  dispersed in adjacent  
a reas  are filled wi th  very  d a r k  micrite.  At the same  
time, m a n y  of these  b ranches  a re  cut by th in  frac- 
tures  filled wi th  clear  calcite. Generally,  the diffe- 
ren t  skeletal  e lements  are in te rna l ly  covered by a 
dolomite cement  r im wi th  crysta ls  growing perpen-  
dicular  to the adjacent  wall  and  wi th  euhedra l  ter-  
minations.  The r e m a i n i n g  space left by this dolomi- 
te cement  is filled wi th  i r regu la r  calcite crystals,  
appa ren t ly  wi th  s imi lar  or ientat ions.  Both the  dolo- 
mite  and calcite are  obscured by the d a r k  p igmen t  
wi th  reddish or black colours. Smal l  oxide crysta ls  
are found dispersed in all the  samples ,  and several  
of t hem (such as Y3) have  wide a reas  filled wi th  
these crystals.  

In spite of the  above ment ioned  prese rva t ion  pro- 
blems, several  samples  wi th  well p rese rved  exter-  
nal and/or in te rna l  fea tu res  in some places are 
included in the  s tudied collection. For this  reason  
our research  has  been specially focussed on these  
samples.  

S Y S T E M A T I C S  

Class  ANTHOZOA E h r e n b e r g ,  1834 
Subclass  TABULATA M i l n e - E d w a r d s  & H a ime ,  

1850 
Orde r  FAVOSITIDA Wedekind ,  1937 

Fami ly  PARASTRIATOPORIDAE Tchudinova ,  1959 
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Genus P a r a s t r i a t o p o r a  SOKOLOV, 1949 

Type-species - Parastriatopora rhizoides SOKOLOV, 1949, of the 
Llandoverian of the Siberian Platform, by previous designation 
by Sokolov (1955). This species is probably synonymous with 
Striatopora mutabilis TCHERNICHEV 1937, of the Upper Silurian in 
the north of Zembla. 

D i a g n o s i s  - See Tourneur  & Fern~ndez-Mart fnez  
1991 and Lafus te  et al. 1992. 

D i s t r i b u t i o n  U p p e r  Ordov ic ian  of China;  
Si lur ian of Euras ia ,  Aus t ra l i a  and  Alaska;  Lower (? 
and Middle) Devonian of Euras ia ,  Aust ra l ia ,  Nor th  
Africa, Alaska,  Argen t ina  and  Bolivia. 

Paras t r ia topora  g i g a n t e a  (KNOD, 1908) 
Figs 2-15 

* v. 1908 Lyopora gigantea - Knod, p. 563-565, p. 30, fig. 4-6. 
? 1920 Lyopora gigantea KNOD - Douglas, p. 40. 
? 1923 Lyopora gigantea KNOD - Koslowski, p. 109 (table, as 

a Bryozoan !). 
? 1965 Lyopora gigantea KNOD - Branisa, pl. 48, fig. 1. 
? 1975 Lyopora gigantea - Su~rez-Riglos, p. 300 (faunal list). 

non 1981 Parastriatopora gigantea sp. nov. - Zhang, p. 109, pl. 
54, fig. la-b. 

non 1995 Parastriatopora c£ gigantea (KNOD, 1908) - Garcfa- 
L6pez & Fern~ndez-Martfnez, p. 178-180, fig. 3 (= P. 
sanjuanina FERN~NDEZ-MARTINEZ et al., 1999). 

non 1997 Parastriatoporagigantea - Fern~ndez-Martfnez, Sa- 
las, Herrera, Garcfa-L6pez & Plusquellec, p. 181- 
182 (= P. sanjuanina FERNANDEZ-MARTiNEZ et al., 
1999). 

D i a g n o s i s  (new) - Species of Parastr iatopora with 
branch  d iamete r  be tween 1.5 and 5 cm. Calices coni- 
cal in shape or somet imes  with  sl ighty concave or 
convex bottom, del imited by a polygonal wide walt  
in which top few granules  are developed; a radial  
sys tem of a l t e rna te  ridges and furrows, var iable  in 
n u m b e r  (5-6 to 11), is p resen t  on the calicinal wall. 
Adult  coralites d iameters  up to 7.5 mm.  Rate axial 
zone d iameter /b ranch  d iamete r  be tween 0.4 and 
0.65. Axial zone made  up of polygonal, thin-walled 
corallites up to 3.8 m m  in diameter ;  thin, most ly  
horizontal  and flat  tabulae.  Per iphera l  r im usual ly  
sharply  and strongly thickened,  specially because of 
vert ical  disposition and thickening of the last  tabu-  
la. 

Lectotype - Collection of the Geologisch-Pal~iontologisches 
Institut of the Albert-Ludwigs-Universit~it in Freiburg-im- 
Brisgau (Germany). Specimen GIFB IX, designated in this 
work. A cross, a longitudinal, a tangential, and two ultra-thin 
sections (LFP type after Lafuste 1970) have been prepared. 
Knod (1908) figured two specimens belonging to his new species 
but he did not designate a type. A section of the specimen GIFB 
271 is shown in plate XXX, fig. 6. We have been able to study two 
cross sections, two longitudinal sections, and five ultra-thin sec- 
tions of this specimen, which was proposed as the lectotype by 
Tourneur (1992) in an unpublished preliminary study of this 
material. Nevertheless, a more detailed analysis allowed us to 
conclude that the specimen GIFB 271 is a quite atypical branch, 
specially because its gigantic size and the anomalous develop- 
ment of the peripheral rim. For this reason, the specimen GIFB 
271 was rejected as a lectotype. Also, the specimen GIFB 272 is 
figured in Knod's plate XXX (fig. 4) and it might be a good candi- 
date for the lectotype, but we did not obtain permission to make 
sections on it, and its selection as a lectotype had to be rejected. 
Faced with this situation, we decided to choose as lectotype a spe- 
cimea belonging to the type-series: GIFB IX. It is a quite typical 
branch, showing some calices where the morphology is preserved 
and in which we were able to make several sections. 

Locus typicus - 'Yaco', Loayza province; 90 km southeast of La 
Paz (Bolivia). For a detailed geological map of this region, see 
Choque et al. 1993. 



SAMPLE Db Daz Daz/Db Len Dbr 

GIFB 271 50 18 0.36 45 × 50 
GIFB 272 34 22 0.65 58 23 x 34 
GIFB 243 24 12.5 0.52 37 21 x 24 
GIFB 244 35 19 0.54 28 33 x 35 
GIFB 245 26 15 0.58 20 23 x 26 
GIFB 246 23 13 0.57 50 17 x 23 
GIFB 247 36 14.5 0.40 28 31 x 36 
GIFB VIII 17 8 0.47 18 15 x 17 
GIFB IX 26 13 0.50 37 22 x 26 
GIFB X 25 12 0.48 37 22 × 25 
GIFB XI 30 15.5 0.52 30 26 x 30 
GIFB XII 36 18 0.50 20 34 × 36 
YACOl 30 16 0.53 7 26 × 28 
YACO 2 16 7 0.44 35 15 × 18 
YACO 3 17 10 0.59 35 18 x 20 
YACO 4 25 12 0.48 35 22 × 24 
YACO 5 28 12 0.43 33 25 x 27 
YACO 6 25 15 0.60 30 20 x 21 
YACO 7 31 20 0.65 27 26 × 30 
YACO 8 30 18 0.60 20 " 25 x 30 
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FIGURE 2 - Quantitative data (in mm) corresponding mainly to 
the external features of the branches. Db: branch diameter used 
for obtaining the rate Daz/Db (in the case of GIFB collection 
branches, of which we have not any thin section, the larger of the 
measured diameters has been used; in the case of samples of 
Bonn collection, with thin sections, the measure of Db and Dza 
has been made in the same section). Daz: axial zone diameter; 
the largest measured. Daz/Db = ratio between data from these 
two columns. Len: maximum length of the fragment. Dbr: larger 
and shorter diameters in a branch. Lectotype data on the table 
are in bold type. On the diagram, sample GIFB 271, figured by 
Knod (1908, plate XXX, fig. 6) and rejected for lectotype (see text 
for explanation) is indicated by a black square, the lectotype by a 
black circle. Donndes quantitatives (en ram) correspondant prin- 
cipalement aux caractdristiques externes des rameaux. Db: 
diam~tre des rameaux utilisd pour le calcul du rapport Daz/Db 
(dans le cas des spdcimens de la collection GIFB, pour lesquels il 
n'y a pas de lames minces, le plus grand des diam~tres mesurds 
est utilisd; dans le cas des exemplaires de Bonn, les mesures de Db 
et Daz ont dtd faites sur lames minces dans une mdme section). 
Daz: diam~tre de la zone axiale, le plus grand mesurd. Daz/Db = 
rapport entre les deux diam~tres. Len: longueur maximum du 
fragment. Dbr: diamOtre maximum et minimum de la branche. 
Dans le tableau, donndes concernant le Lectotype en gras. Sur  le 
diagramme, le spdcimen GIFB 271, figurd par Knod (1908, 
planche XXX, fig. 6) est reprdsentd par un carrd noi5 le Lectotype 
par un cercle plein. 

S t r a t u m  t y p i c u m  - 'Conularienschichten'; lower member of 
Bel~n Formation, probably Pragian-Emsian age. 

Pa ra l ec to types  - Collection of the Geologisch-Pal~ontologisches 
Institut of the Albert-Ludwigs-Universit~t in Freiburg-im- 
Brisgau (Germany). Specimens GIFB 272 and 271, figured by 
Knod (1908, plate XXX, figs 4, 6). And an ensemble of nine bran- 
ch fragments which were probably used by Knod (1908) to 
reconstruct the hypothetical branch figured in plate XXX, fig. 5; 
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specimens GIFB 243 to 247, GIFB VIII, X, XI and XII. Same loca- 
lity as the lectotype. 

Co mp l emen t a ry  ma te r i a l  - Collection of the Paliiontologisches 
Institut, Rheinisch-Friederich-Wilhelms-Universit~t in Bonn 
(Germany). Eight specimens, numbered Y1 to Y8 and coming 
from the same locality as the types. 

DESCRIPTION 

EXTERNAL FEATURES 

Cylindrical or slightly compressed, branches not 
bifurcated except for the sample GIFB 272. Main 
dimensions (diameter and length of the branch) of 
the studied fragments are shown in figure 2. 

CALICE MORPHOLOGY 

Because of the preservation of samples and the 
existence of resin covering the material held in 
Bonn, all the data on the calices morphology refers 
only to the type collection, deposited in Freiburg- 
im-Brisgau (GIFB). The external features of the 
calices are specially evident in four specimens sho- 
wing differents types and rates of alteration: the 
lectotype (GIFB IX, Fig. 3.2), and the samples GIFB 
272 (Fig. 3.1), GIFB 245 (Fig. 3.3-6) and GIFB X. 

The wall boundary dividing two neighboring coral- 
lites is polygonal in outline (Fig. 3.2; Fig. 4), low, 
and between 0.8-1.2 mm wide. Usually, it shows a 
fairly pronounced middle incision, frequently pla- 
ced just at the joining of two opposed interseptal 
furrows. Sometimes, this incision is double. 

At the edge of the wall sides, the points connecting 
three corallites forms a relief. Therefore, the wall 
top shows a tendency to develop a system of fairly 
rough and not very abundant granules (twelve gra- 
nules on an eight-sided corallite, and seven gra- 
nules on the four-five-sided corallites; this can be 
noted in sample GIFB 245). 

In the site where the current alteration has dama- 
ged the top of the wall, the place of the 'median 
suture' is taken up by an alignment of holes, roun- 
ded or oval in shape (Fig. 3.6), and whose number is 
clearly bigger than the number of the granules (for 
example, between 15 and 22 on 5-6-sided corallites, 
Fig. 4D). 

This appearance of the wall is figured by Knod 
(1908, fig. 4), but this feature is more visible in 
Knod's drawing than on the specimen. Probably, 
these holes reveal the arrangement of biocrystal- 
lites in the middle dark line or in its neighbou- 
rhood. When damage is significant, the wall boun- 
dary can be occupied by a narrow, deep, and more or 
less continous furrow (for example, in the type spe- 
ciment, GIFB IX). Usually, septal ridges and inter- 
septal furrows are steeply dipping and, when calici- 
hal bottom is small in area, the calices can be quite 
deep. The number of ridges and furrows is variable 
and does not seem to be closely related with pre- 
servation quality. The following distributions can 
be noted: 
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FIGURE 3 - 1. Specimen GIFB 272, figured by Knod (1908, fig. 4). General view of the colony. × 1.2. Specimen GIFB IX, lectotype. Calices' 
appearance. × 3.6.3-6. Specimen GIFB 245.4. General view. × 1.3, 5, 6, catices' appearance which varies depending on the alteration 
degree. × 3.6. 7. Specimen GIFB 271. Ultra-thin section. Wall and tabulae microstructure, crossed nicols. Cross section of a branch, peri- 
pherical region. Note two successive thickened tabulae (white arrows) and the change of microlamellae orientation just  in their contact 
between the wall (N-S elements) and the tabulae (E-W elements), x 100.8. Specimen GIFB IX, lectotype. Ultrathin section LFP B44107. 
Cross section of the branch, peripheral zone, middle layer in the upper part of the figure (open arrow). Microlamellae affected by an euhe- 
drization phenomena, x 200.1. Spgcimen GIFB 272, figurg par Knod (1908, fig. 4).Vue ggngrale de la colonie, x 1. 2. Spgcimen GIFB IX, 
Lectotype. Aspect des calices, x 3,6. 3-6. Spdcimen GIFB 245. 4. Vue ggndrale, x 1. 3, 5, 6, variations d'aspect des calices suivant le degrd 
d'altgration, x 3,6. 7. Spgcimen GIFB 271. Lame ultra mince & faces polies, nlcols croisds. Microstructure de la muraiUe et des planchers, 
coupe transversale dans le rarneau, zone pgriphgrique. ]Voter la prgsence de deux planchers successifs gpaissis (fl~ches blanches) et le chan- 
gement d'orientation des microlamelles au contact prgcis entre la muraille (dldments N-S) et les planchers (glgments E-W). x 100. 8. 
Spgcimen GIFB IX, Lectotype. Lame 'LFP' B44107. Coupe transversale dans la branche, zone pgriphgrique, lame mgdiane en E-W en haut 
de la figure (flgche blanche). Microlamelles affectges par un phgnom~ne d'euhgdrisation, x 200. 



a) Six narrow interseptal furrows between the 
same number of smooth ridges whose width can 
reach that of the wall side (Fig. 4, left calice in C, 
bottom in D, and some ridges in G). A gentle begin- 
ning of splitting can be noted on some ridges (Fig. 
4C top left). Sometimes, only 4 or 5 furrows are 
clearly visible (Fig. 4, calice on the bottom in H, and 
right ca]ice in C). 

b) More than 6 pronounced furrows: We can note 7 
(Fig. 4F, bottom), 9 (Fig. 4H, top) or 10 (Fig. 4A). 
Fairly often, interseptal furrows in two adjacent 
corallites are continuous (Fig. 4E). 

c) Some furrows display a bifurcation in the middle 
part of their length (Fig. 4E right; F top). 

d) Presence of some slig~ht furrows either among 
the 'main' furrows or in a small calicinal area (Fig. 
4B, F, H). 

e) The whole number of visible ridges (or furrows) 
does not appear to be more than 11 (Fig. 4F, and H). 
Nevertheless, it could be assumed that perfectly 
preserved specimens would show 12 septal ele- 
ments (Mistiaen, 1989). 

The calicinal base extent is variable. We have been 
able to identify some calices which are conical in 
shape, with a nearly non-existent, concave bottom. 
On the other hand, some star-shaped outlines can 
be seen; they have very wide basis which are more 
or less convex (more than a third than corallite dia- 
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meter) (Fig. 4B, C, F). Note that the variations of 
the calicinal base are related to the overlapping of 
the wall on the last tabulae (see later and Fig. 5). 

No point-shaped depression, similar Go those des- 
cribed in the peripheral parts of the calicinal bases 
in several Devonian species of Parastriatopora 
genus (P. floralis-annulatus, P. sanjuanina) have 
been observed. Only one calice displays a single, 
very clear and deep depression (Fig. 4B). Mural 
pores on the calicinal walls have not been observed, 
either. 

On the surface of the branches, calices (base plus 
calicinal walls) have very variable sizes, mostly 
depending on the corallite age. Young, four and five- 
sided calices have diameters between 1.3-4 mm 
whereas adult corallites made up of 6-8 faces show 
calices between 3.2-7.5 mm. Main statistical data, 
plotted for calices with a different number of faces, 
from 4 to 8, can be seen in figure 6. 

INTERNAL FEATURES 

Axial zone -pe r iphe ra l  r i m  

Both in natural sections and in thin sections, the 
studied branches show a usually well delimited 
axial zone surrounded by a peripheral rim which 
can be more or less developed. Sometimes, the exact 
boundary of the axial zone is obscured by the pre- 
sence of a subperipheral area composed of big, 

t 

5ram 
[ . . . .  J 

A 

FIGURE 4 - Calices' morphology. Apical view and interpretative axial sections. A-B, F. Specimen GIFB IX, lectotype. C-E, G-H. Specimen 
GIFB 245. See text for further explanations. Morphologie des calices. Vues apicales et sections axiales interpr~tatives. A-B,E Spdcimen 
GIFB IX, Lectotype. C-E, G-H. Spdcimen GIFB 245. Explications clans le texte. 
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FIGURE 5 - Diagram showing the disposition of the microlamellae 
of the wall and tabulae in the axial section of the calices, per- 
ipherical zone. A. Wall growth on the last tabula = calice conical 
in shape. B. The wall is not thick enough to cover the last tabula 
= calice developing a flat bottom; note also the convex profile of 
the wall between two consecutive tabulae. Diagramme montrant 
la disposition des microlamelles de la muraille et des planchers 
dans la zone pdriphdrique et les calices. A. L'gpaississement de la 
muraille recouvre le dernier plancher = calice conique. B. 
L'epaississement du dernier plancher affleure dans le fond des 
calices = calice & fond 'plat'; noter le profil convexe de la muraille 
entre deux planchers consdcutifs. 

rounded, slightly thicked corallites, which are cut 
in a tangential way (Figs 7, 9-11). 

The axial zone is commonly developed either in the 
middle of the branch or in a slightly asymmetric 
position in relation to the rim. Only two axial zones 
clearly off centre have been noted in the studied 
material (GIFB VII, Y3; Fig. 10, 11E). Different 
observations suggest that  the axial zone disposi- 
tion depends on the general development of the 
branch, and this can be different in several stages 
of growth. 

The axial region diameter varies between 7 and 18 
ram, but most of the measures taken are between 12 
and 18 mm (Fig. 2). The ratio between the dimen- 
sions of the axial zone and the branch is between 0.4 
and 0.65, and only the specimen GIFB 271 reaches 
the value of 0.36 (Fig. 2), indicating the existence of 
an exceptionally well developed peripheral rim. The 
above mentioned ratios demonstrate that the axial 
zone is usually large and it can fill an area bigger 
than the peripheral rim (Fig. 11A). 

The delimitation and compactness of the peripheral 
rim show several variations both at intra- and 
intercolonial level. In the genus Parastriatopora, 
the presence of a peripheral rim is generated by the 
occurrence of two superimposed features, with 
variable development: the thickening of the skele- 
tal elements (wall and tabulae), and the curvature 
of the corallites when they begin to grow at right 
angles to the branch. Usually, both phenomena 
happen at the same time, and when the corallite 
curvature is sharp, thickeness is quick and marked, 
producing well delimited, compact and wide rims (i. 

6' 

~5- 

~ 4 '  

O 
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N 13 22 32 13 18 
4 5 6 7 8 

Number of sides 

FIGURE 6 - Box and whisker displays representing the dimensions 
(in mm, ordinate) of the calices on the external part of the bran- 
ch. These dimensions have been measured depending on the num- 
ber of sides. N: number of measurements taken. Box: interquartil 
range or IQR. Line into the box: median. Lines out of the box 
(whiskers): 1.5 x IQR. o: outliers values. BoStes & moustaches 
reprdsentant les dimensions (en ram) des calices it la surface des 
rameaux. Ces dimensions ont dtd mesurdes en fonction du nombre 
de pans de muraille. N: nombre de mesures. Bo$te: intervalle inter- 
quartile. Ligne it l'intgrieur de la boite: mddiane. Lignes dmanant 
de la bo~te ou moustaches:l,5 x intervalle interquartile, o: valeur 
~loign&. 

e., well developed rims). On the contrary, when the 
corallite curvature is gentle, the skeletal element 
thickness is gradual, and the above mentioned sub- 
peripheral region is developed. The result, in this 
second case, is a usually poorly delimited, uncom- 
pacted and narrow rim. 

In the studied material, both patterns coexist in the 
same branch, and generate axial zones leaning 
towards the side where the rim is narrower and less 
compact. At intercolonial level, the smaller 
branches (Y2; Y3; Y6) always display a slightly deve- 
loped rim which could well be a characteristic fea- 
ture of the young branches. Nevertheless, a clear 
relation between the parameters of branch diame- 
ter (= branch age) and development of the periphe- 
ral rim could not be vouched for because some colo- 
nies, intermediate in size, exhibit very compact rims 
(Y4; Fig. l lB,  C) and, on the contrary, not very com- 
pact rims can be noted on some big branches (Y7). 

Corall i tes  

Skeletal elements in the axial region are the most 
affected by breaking and recrystalization (Figs 7A, 
B, D, F; Fig. l lB,  C). This axial area is made up of 
numerous polygonal, 4 to 8-sided corallites, with 
thin and sometimes convex walls (Fig. 7E; Fig. 10). 

Their diameters (from a 'middle dark layer' to the 
opposite) have been measured taking into account 
their growth stage (= age), and then plotted accor- 

FIGURE 7 - Camera lucida drawings, based on some petrographic thin sections. A-C, sample GIFB IX, lectotype. A, cross section; B, axial 
longitudinal section. Note the very irregular outline of the branch due to surface alteration; arrow indicates an axial increase. C, tangen- 
tial section; some corallites are cut just below the calice and show a dark central zone corresponding to the calicinal bottom sensu stricto. 
(consisting of horizontal microlamellae) surrounded by a clear region in which the septal ridges (with vertical microlamellae) can be dis- 
tinguished. D, specimen Y1 (Bonn collection), cross section. E-F, specimen Y5 (Bonn collection), cross and axial longitudinal section. 
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FIGURE 7 ( su i t e )  - Dessins & la chambre claire de lames minces d'gpaisseur pgtro- 
graphique. A-C, spgcimen GIFB IX, Lectotype. A, coupe transversale; B, coupe 
longitudinale axiale, & noter le contour tr~s irrggulier rgsultant de l'altdration de 
surface, la fl~che indique une division fissipare; C, coupe tangentielle; certains 
corallites sont coupgs tr~s pros du fond calicinal et montrent une zone centrale 
sombre correspondant & ce dernier (microlamelles horizontales) entourde par une 
zone claire (microlamelles plus ou moins verticales) oh l'on distingue les limites 
radiaires des rides septales. D, spgcimen 711, coupe transversale. E-F, spgcimen 
Y5, coupes transversale et axiale. 
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FIGURE 8 - Box d iagram represen t ing  the  cross d iamete r  (in ram, 
ordinate) of the  corallites m e a s u r e d  in the  axial region and  plot- 
ted on the  abscissa  according to the i r  n u m b e r  of sides (from 4 to 
8); P indicates a d iamete r  m e a s u r e d  j u s t  on the  per iphery of this  
region, N the n u m b e r  of corallites in each group. Same  key as for 
Fig. 6. #: ext reme values.  BoOtes & moustaches reprdsentant le 
diam~tre des corallites (en ram) de la zone axiale en fonction du 
hombre de pans de muraille (de 4 it 8); P indique le diam~tre en 
pgriph~rie de cette zone, N le hombre de coraUites dans chaque 
groupe. M~me conventions que pour Fig. 6; # valeurs extrgmes. 

ding to the number of sides. Due to the poor pre- 
servation of this area, measurements have only 
been taken on five specimens: GIFB IX, GIFB 271, 
Y4, Y5, Y7 and YS. The youngest corallites have dia- 
meters varying between 1 and 2.5 mm whereas the 
oldest corallites reach diameters of around 2 and 
3.8 mm (Fig. 8). 

In longitudinal sections (Fig. 7B), the axial region 
of each branch displays corallites which follow an 
approximately straight line before curving abrupt- 
ly at the edge and flowing perpendicularly or, in the 
thinner branches, out at a slightly oblique angle at 
the end. 

As mentioned above, and specially in the smaller 
branches (Y2, Y3 and Y6), the boundary between 
the axial region and the peripheral rim is made up 
of a strip of obliquely sectioned corallites, and 
whose external border can not be a wall, but a tabu- 
la. Most of these corallites are adults and some of 
them display a 'cella' (sensu Plusquellec 1976, Fig. 
17a and p. 200; Fig. l l A  of this paper). In this sub- 
peripheral region, skeletal elements (wall and 
tabulae) usually show a slight to strong thickening 
with relation to their thickness in the axial area. 

B 

FIGURE 9 - Specimen Y4 (Bonn collection). A, cross section. B, 
axial longi tudinal  section. × 3.5. Spgcimen Y4. A, coupe transver- 
sale. B, coupe longitudinale axiale, x 3,5. 

WALL STRUCTURE 

In spite of the poor preservation of the material, a 
middle dark layer ('dark line'or 'median suture' of 
Hill) flanked by the stereoplasmatic tissue can be 
clearly seen on the 'petrographic' thin sections. In 

FIGURE 10 - Specimen Y5 (Bonn collection). Cross section, x 3.5. 
Spdcimen Y5. Coupe transversale; × 3,5. 
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FIGURE 1 1  - A, specimen Y8 ( Bonn collection ). Cross section. B-C, specimen Y4 (Bonn collection), t r ansversa l  and axial longitudinal  sec- 
tion showing a compact per ipheral  r im and  a very poorly preserved axial zone. D-E, specimen GIFB 271, axial longi tudinal  (peripheral  
rim) and cross section respectively; note the  gigantic size of this  specimen and the  unusua l  development  of the  tabulae.  A, sp&imen Y8. 
Section transversale. B-C, spdcirnen Y4, coupes transversale et longitudinale axiale montrant une zone p&iphgrique compacte et une zone 
axiale tr~s mal conservde. D-E, sp&imen GIFB 271, coupe longitudinale axiale (zone pdriph~rique) et coupe transversale; &noter la tr~s 
grande taille du spgcimen et un dgveloppement inhabituel des planchers de la zone p&iph&ique. 
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FIOURE 12 - Specimen Y8 (Bonn collection). Cross section, axial 
zone. Mural pores; PI: angle pore. P2: face pore. pp: pore plate. *: 
colony axis. Spdcirnen Y8. Coupe transversale, zone axiale. Pores 
muraux; PI: pore d'angle. P2 pore paridtal, pp: diaphragme de 
pore. * axe de la colonic. 

the axial region, the middle layer is made up of very 
small elements which are difficult to describe fully 
in this kind of section, but at the beginning of the 
peripheral rim and coinciding with the curvature of 
the corallites, this middle layer seems to be gra- 
dually replaced by a paler and wider structure. 
Locally, some extended microcrystals, irregular in 
outline, and with an approximate size of 130 x 50 
#m, make up this structure. In our opinion, they 
are generated by the recrystallization of small 
bundles of fibers which, in a large number of tabu- 
late corals, replace the middle layer granules only 
in the peripheral region of the branches. This kind 
of replacement is very common in branched tabu- 
lates, which are characterized by very compact 
peripheral rims, whereas the middle dark layer dis- 
plays no variations in the branches characterized 
by few distinct peripheral regions. 

In the axial zone, wall thickness ranges between 
0.1 and 0.2 ram, and in the subperipheral strip it 
reaches values between 0.2 and 0.3, sometimes 0.4 
ram. Local wall thickening up to 0.5 ram, usually 
related to pores, is also common. 

Close to the well preserved areas described above, 
some regions affected by important diagenetic dis- 
turbations can be noted. Thus, in these regions, the 
middle layer is clearly thickened and different 
degrees of silicification can be observed. In other 
places, the middle layer is not visible or may be dif- 
fuse and occupy the whole width of the wall. Also, 
the stereoplasm looks different in several places, 
and usually its border is underlined by two clear 
dark lines. Where fibrous or prismatic cement is 
developed, the boundary between cement and wall 
can not always be determined (Figs 9, 10). 

At the peripheral rim, the stereoplasm shows a 
subtly leafy arrangement or, locally, the real grow- 
th lines of about 300 mm separate each one from 
the next (Fig. 7E, F; Fig. l lA,  C). On both sides of 

i lmrn' 4 pp/P1 ~ . . ~  

FIGURE 13 - Specimen Y5 (Bonn collection). Mural pores located 
just at the boundary between the axial and the peripheral zones 
and secondarily closed by microlamellar sclerenchyme. Same key 
as for Fig. 12. Spdcirnen Y5. Pores parigtaux situds au contact de 
la zone axiale et de la zone pdriphgrique, secondairement obturds 
par du scldrenchyme microlamellaire. MSme l@ende que pour 
Fig. 12. 

the mid line, in longitudinal section, the growth 
lines draw an angle with the opened part looking to 
the branch axis. Also, several small zig-zag lines 
can be seen in the stereoplasm; they are related to 
some sharp changes in the course of the microla- 
mellae tufs (see further down). The axial sections of 
the corallites allow two main arrangements concer- 
ning these features: a) some lines with an inclina- 
tion of 45 degrees, corresponding to the place where 
the 'horizontal' microlamellae of the tabulae face up 
to the 'vertical' microlamellae of the walls; b) some 
other lines distributed parallel to the corallites axis 
corresponding to the neighbouring zone between 
two septal ridges. 

In the most peripheral region, the wall shows very 
important variations in its thickness and it can not 
be distinguished from the septal ridges stereo- 
plasm. Cross and tangential  sections of the 
branches allow the differentiation, in outline, of two 
extreme patterns (Fig. 5). 

a) The wall on the last tabula undergoes a gradual 
thickening up to fill the whole of the lumina. The 
boundary between wall and tabula is marked by a 
zig-zag line corresponding to the change in the 
microlamellae orientation (see Microstructure). 
This pattern has to do with conical calices. 

b) On the other hand, calices made up of wide, 
convex bases are generated when the wall remains 
in the peripheral part of the calice, and the calice 
base is mostly constituted by the thickening of the 
last tabula. 

On the oblique sections and in both of these pat- 
terns, the boundary between two consecutive septal 
ridges is seen as small zigzag lines arranged in a 
radial way (Fig. 7C). 

Pores  

Where the axial zone is preserved, an important 
number of pores are clearly observed. They are spe- 
cially located near the core of this axial region but 
some pores are also developed in the subperipheral 
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FIGURE 14 - Wall microstructure, specimen GIFB IX, lectotype, 
LFP B44108, cross section to the branch, peripheral rim. A, lon- 
gitudinal section of the wall, original microstructure strongly 
recrystallized (middle layer indicated by an open triangle). B, 
morphology of some non-recrystallized microelements (bottom 
left of the section A). C, location of the section on a drawing cor- 
responding to the section before it was last polished; the dotted 
zone corresponds to the preserved region in the LFP section. 
Microstructure de la muraille, specimen GIFB IX, Lectotype, lame 
LFP B44108, coupe transversale du rameau, zone pgriph~rique;.4, 
coupe longitudinale de la muraille, microstructure originelle for- 
tement recristallisge (lame mgdiane indiquge par un triangle 
vide). B, morphologie de quelques gl~ments non recristallisgs (bas 
gauche du dessin A). C, localisation de la zone figurge sur un des- 
sin ex~cutg avant le dernier polissage; la zone pointillge corres- 
pond & la partie conservge. 

region. Most of them are face pores (type P2 of Plus- 
quellec 1976) and can be found in any part of the 
wall side, even quite close to the angle. Some obser- 
vations have shown the presence of two more or less 
alternating pore rows in a corallite side (Fig. 12). 

Due to the poor preservation of the mid line and to 
the presence of mural pores placed near the angles, 
angle pores (P1 by Plusquellec 1976) are less easily 
recognized. Nevertheless,  some undoubted 
examples can be seen (Y4, Y5, Y7) located in the 
subperipheral region (Figs 12, 13). 

The measurements of the diameter of the pores 
were taken on the cross sections and they are bet- 
ween 0.2 and 0.3 mm, occasionally 0.4 ram. 

Some of these pores are closed by a dark, filmy, 
usually curved, pore-plate (Figs 12, 13). Some 
others seem to be closed by thick sclerenchyme 
deposits (Fig. 13), but this last pattern could cor- 
respond at least in some cases to pores that have 
been sectioned just  over or below their boundaries. 

Commonly, the inner border of the cross sectioned 
wall pore shows a thickening similar to a pore-rim; 
nevertheless this structure can be also generated, 
or at least emphasized, by the recrystallisation 

Tabulae 

On the longitudinal sections, the axial region dis- 
plays dark, more or less flat and horizontal or gent- 
ly bent tabulae. Their thickness varies between 
0.03 and 0.05 ram, and the distance between two 
consecutive tabulae is around 1-2 mm (Fig. 7B, F). 

Towards the peripheral region, these skeletal ele- 
ments undergo several changes. First, they become 
thicker, either in a gradual way (branches with thin, 
smooth peripheral rims) or in a sudden way 
(branches with well developed rims). In both cases, 
tabulae show a filmy dark layer only at their base. 
Secondly, the distance between two consecutive 
tabulae usually becames shorter and even more 
irregular. Thirdly, tabulae remain flat but they 
change to a slightly bent and, specially, to a steeply 
inclined position which characterizes the beginning 
of the peripheral rim. And lastly, both in the subpe- 
ripheral region and in the tabularium of branches 
with poorly developed rims, most of the tabulae tend 
to have very irregular morphologies and uparched 
or sagging tabulae; for example, tabulae with shal- 
low peripheral depressions, presence of tabellae or 
vesicles associated with the tabulae, and other aber- 
rant dispositions have been commonly observed. 

Very long tabulae, shared by two adjacent corallites 
(Fig. 7E; Fig. 15), as well as a tendency for the tabu- 
lae of neighbouring corallites to be aligned, have 
also been observed. 

WALL AND TABULAE MICROSTRUCTURE 

In spite of the poor preservation of the studied 
samples, ultra-thin sections (LFP type by Lafuste 
1970) allow the recognition of clear microlamellae 
arranged on both sides of a granular middle layer. 

In the axial zone, the middle plate consists of grains 
of up to 20 mm in diameter. Note that, in spite of 
the partial recrystallization of the skeletal ele- 
ments, this structure preserves its individuality 
before the stereoplasm (Figs 3, 7, 14A). 

At medium enlargement, ultra-thin sections dis- 
play a stereoplasm made up of a multitude of small 
flat crystals whose general aspect resembles the 
microlamellar tissue. This interpretation is streng- 
thened by their disposition, consisting of gathered 
crystal stacks showing a slightly different optical 
orientation. At greater enlargement, most of these 
crystals display outlines with a clear rhomboid 
trend, and they are quite close to big crystalline 
areas which show the same kind of lengthening 
enlargement. Crystals preserving their curved 
faces (cupules) and a general outline curve towards 
the lumen are uncommon. The length of these crys- 
tals usually varies between 25 #m and 60 ~m, and 
they are between 10 and 20 #m high (Fig. 14B). 

The recrystallization undergone by the original 
microlamellar tissue is specially highlighted by 
three different phenomena: A) the presence of 
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FIGURE 15 - S p e c i m e n  Y7 (Bonn  collection), cross  sect ion.  Axial  
i nc rease  j u s t  a t  t he  b o u n d a r y  b e t w e e n  t h e  ax ia l  a n d  pe r iphe ra l  
zones  (black arrow).  No te  a nec ros i s  on a y o u n g  wal l  (open arrow).  
Spgcimen Y7. Coupe transversale, multiplication fissipare & la 
limite entre la zone axiale et la zone pgriphgrique (fl~che noire). 
Noter un ph~nom~ne de n~crose dans la jeune muraille (fl~che 
vide). 

numerous crystalline zones of up to 50 #m in dia- 
meter; B) the loss of the original curved surface of 
the microllamelae which show a new geometrical 
outline; and C) the small number of these elements 
that we can still identify as microlamellae (and pro- 
bably 'big microlamellae' type of Plusquellec & 
Tourneur 1998). 

Tabulae show the same microstructural features 
described above for the walls: a granular layer 
quite similar to the middle dark layer, overlain by a 
stereoplasm made of microlamellae. 

INCREASE 

As we mentioned above, in the greater part of the 
described samples, the preservation of the axial 
zone is very poor. This fact prevents a detailed 
study of the coral increase by using thin serial sec- 
tions. Nevertheless, the discovery of a quite typical 
square cella in the axial region of sample Yaco 3 
suggests a lateral increase type which is usual in 
the genus Parastriatopora. 
In addition to this kind of budding, an axial increa- 
se (fissipare in french) comparable to that described 
in P. floralis-annulatus (Plusquellec 1976) has been 
observed in the peripheral border of the axial zone. 
This kind of division is believed to occur when the 
progressive increase of a corallite diameter reaches 
a critical size, clearly larger than the average size. 
The orientation of the new wall is variable; thus, it 
can be more or less parallel to the corallum axis or 
it may include its axis. This axial increase is not 
believed to be the essential kind of vegetative 
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reproduction, and it could be considered instead as 
an 'emergency' budding. 

P A L E O B I O G E O G R A P H I C A L  R E M A R K S  

The affinities of the Devonian fauna of Bolivia has 
been the subject of intense debate. Back in 1892, 
Ulrich held that there was a relationship between 
the Bolivian fauna and the fauna of the Northeast 
of North America, whilst Knod (1908) believed that 
there had been a European influence. Clarke (1913) 
and Kozlowski (1923) were the first researchers to 
insist on the unique nature of these southern 
hemisphere fauna, which gave rise to the differen- 
tiation of a separate paleogeographical entity, cal- 
led Malvinokaffric by Richter (1941) and Richter & 
Richter (1942). Research on trilobites led to the 
identification of several provinces within this 
Malvinokaffric kingdom, amongst  which the 
Andean Province can be distinguished by the weak 
influence from the Appalachian, and by the presen- 
ce of numerous endemic taxa originating from the 
cosmopolitan stock of the Silurian (Elredge & 
Ormiston 1979). The few corals which have been 
studied to date would seem to confirm the existen- 
ce of a relationship with the Appalachian (Oliver 
1980) and several recent syntheses of the Devonian 
paleobiogeography, based on coral distribution, 
have been presented by Oliver (1977, 1990) and by 
Pedder and Oliver (1990), among others. 

The genus Parastriatopora appears in the Upper 
Ordovician of Northern China, marginally preceded 
by Kolymopora PREOBP~ZHENSKY, 1964, its most like- 
ly ancestor. Parastriatopora persisted in this region 
until the Lower Silurian, at which point it spread 
through southeast Asia, Siberia, the Urals and the 
Baltic region. During the Upper Silurian, it reached 
Australia, Iran, and, possibly, Alaska. But the peri- 
od of its most widespread distribution was during 
the Lower Devonian when, in addition to the pre- 
viously mentioned regions, it spread through the 
Carnic Alps, the Armorican Massif, Spain, Algeria 
and Morocco. Shortly afterwards it disappeared, 
and although it has been reported in the Eifelian, 
such claims should be treated with caution. 

The presence of Parastriatopora in Argentina (Gar- 
cfa-Ldpez & Fernfindez-Martinez 1995; Fern~indez- 
Martlnez et al. 1997; Fern~indez-Martinez et al. 
1999) and in Bolivia (Tourneur 1992 and this paper) 
seems to indicate, therefore, a connection with 
North Africa and/or Europe. In addition, the most 
recent syntheses on Bolivian fauna (Isaacson & 
Sablock 1988; Le H6riss6 et al. 1992; Le H6riss6 et 
al. 1997; Diaz Martinez et al. 1993; Racheboeuf et al. 
1993; Blieck et al. 1996) all mention the presence of 
North African forms, at least during the Middle 
Devonian. This is the same phenomenon as obser- 
ved by Dfaz Martfnez et al. (1993) in the Eifelian, 
among fauna which they referred to as 'post- 
Malvinokaffric' which suggests an important migra- 
tory tendency originating in North Africa and cros- 
sing the Amazonian Basin. It is worth noting that 
the paleogeographical reconstruction proposed by 
these authors for the Emsian (Diaz Martfnez et al. 
1993) includes a weak warm current coming from 
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Africa. In addition, Lieberman (1993) locates the 
transgression, which, by breaking through previous 
barriers, favoured an interchange of fauna and thus 
a decrease in endemic forms, in the Late Emsian. 

This paper forms part of a group of studies on the 
tabulate corals of South America. These corals have 
been repeatedly identified, but only in a few cases 
(Plusquellec 1987; Tourneur 1992; Garcfa L6pez & 
Fernfindez-Martfnez 1995; Fernfindez-Martinez et 
al. 1999) have they been thoroughly analyzed. Of 
the material under investigation, that collected at 
another Bolivian site, Pisacavifia, is particularly 
noteworthy, as at least two distinct genera of tabu- 
late corals have been found there. One of these is 
Parastriatopora, represented here by a new species. 
Other evidence at this site consists of several 
examples of small branches which Branisa (1965) 
attributed to Striatopora HALL, 1851, but which in 
fact belong to the genus Thamnoptychia HALL, 
1877, a genus represented by a single species, T 
limbata (EATON, 1830) from the Middle Devonian in 
New York and Ontario. Judging from the photo- 
graphs of the thin sections which W.A. Oliver Jr. 
kindly provided us, the Bolivian examples are very 
closely related to this species. 

In conclusion, the Devonian tabulate corals of 
South America (Argentina and Bolivia) are charac- 
terized by their abundance and diversity of species. 
Preliminary data on this group points to the co- 
existence of Appalachian elements with North 
African and/or European immigrants, along with 
other fossil groups mostly comprising endemic 
forms. Data obtained from the tabulate corals are 
interesting because, at least for the two cases which 
have been studied to date, Parastriatopora sanjua- 
nina of the Lochkhovian in Argentina (Fernandez- 
Martinez et al. 1999) and Parastriatopora gigantea 
of the Praguian-Emsian in Bolivia (this paper), the 
age implied is older than that normally cited by 
other authors for the end of the endemic forms typi- 
cal of the Malvinokaffric realm. 
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